Recent improvements in ion mobility/time-of-flight mass spectrometry techniques have made it possible to incorporate nano-flow liquid chromatography and collision induced dissociation techniques. This combination of approaches provides a new strategy for detailed characterization of complex systems-such as, combinatorial libraries. With such complex systems, however, comes a tradeoff in the level of detail to which the individual components are characterized. Specifically, if a synthetic step fails unexpectedly, the purity of an entire class of desired molecules may be compromised. With this in mind, a number of strategies for characterizing complex libraries are being developed [2]. Among the most powerful of these is the combination of separation techniques such as liquid chromatography (LC) with mass spectrometry (MS). The advent of electrospray ionization (ESI) [3] allows LC to be coupled with MS in an online fashion. The LC separation simplifies the complex mixture and MS can be used for identification; that is, it is possible to select an initial precursor ion and utilize collision induced dissociation (CID) data to obtain structural information about individual components-an overall LC-MS/MS approach.
A remarkable feature of mix and split synthetic strategies on solid supports is the ability to create mixtures of extraordinary complexity [1] . With such complex systems, however, comes a tradeoff in the level of detail to which the individual components are characterized. Specifically, if a synthetic step fails unexpectedly, the purity of an entire class of desired molecules may be compromised. With this in mind, a number of strategies for characterizing complex libraries are being developed [2] . Among the most powerful of these is the combination of separation techniques such as liquid chromatography (LC) with mass spectrometry (MS). The advent of electrospray ionization (ESI) [3] allows LC to be coupled with MS in an online fashion. The LC separation simplifies the complex mixture and MS can be used for identification; that is, it is possible to select an initial precursor ion and utilize collision induced dissociation (CID) data to obtain structural information about individual components-an overall LC-MS/MS approach.
Although it is clear that LC-MS/MS provides a means of checking for the existence of specific components within a library, this approach begins to break down as a global strategy for characterizing complicated libraries. One problem that emerges involves the initial MS selection. Libraries are complex and can have many components that elute from the LC column at the same time. Thus, while specific ions from some components are being selected for fragmentation analysis other components eluting at the same time are often discarded (remaining unanalyzed). Additionally, combinatorial libraries present a challenge for MS because of mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) degeneracies that arise for isomeric components [4] . Consider for example, a simple mixture of three four-residue peptide sequence isomers (Glu-Val-Val-Leu, Val-Glu-Val-Leu, and ValVal-Glu-Leu). One might expect that initial m/z selection of these three isomers could be resolved based on fragmentation data-especially since accurate fragmentation pathways for peptides can often be predicted [5] . Table 1 lists the anticipated b-and y-type ions that are expected upon fragmentation of these three isomers. In this system, the existence of the Glu-Val-Val-Leu (EVVL) peptide can be unambiguously established based on the observation of peaks at m/z ϭ 130.0 and 330.2, which correspond to the E (b 1 ) and VVL (y 3 ) fragments; the presence of Val-Val-Glu-Leu (VVEL) can be established if peaks at m/z ϭ 199.1 and 261.1, (corresponding to the VV (b 2 ) and EL (y 2 ) fragment ions, respectively) are observed. However, there are no fragment ions that are unique to the Val-Glu-ValLeu (VEVL) sequence. This example shows that in unfavorable cases, even simple combinations of peptides complicate the ability to provide detailed characterizations.
During the last few years our group has worked to incorporate an additional gas-phase dimension of separation for library characterization [6 -9] , based on ion mobility spectrometry [10] . The mobility of an ion through a buffer gas depends on the ion's collision cross section (which is related to its average shape) and net charge [11] . For ions of the same charge state, compact ions have higher mobilities than elongated ions [12] . For ions having the same collision cross section, more highly-charged species have higher mobilities than lower charge states [13] . This approach has been used by a number of groups to separate an array of different analyte types as well as to characterize the structures of different types of ions [14] . Several years ago Hill's group showed that different sequence isomers (for example Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser and Ser-Asp-Gly-ArgGly) could be separated based on differences in their gas phase mobilities [15] . We have shown that it is possible to separate many different isomer types, including sequence-, structural-and stereo-isomers. 6 A key aspect of the separation is simply that different isomers establish different conformations (having different collision cross sections) in the gas phase.
Although the rapid separation of different isomers by IMS-MS approaches is possible, the ability to rapidly assign different peaks found across complex libraries to specific isomers is currently limited. One approach for the identification of isomers has been to compare experimentally measured mobilities with values that are calculated for trial conformations generated by theory [12] . Although this approach is useful and holds great promise, it is time intensive, primarily because highlevel theory is required to generate low-energy trial conformations. A simple approach that would complement mobility measurements and calculations for the identification of isomers is to record collision-induced fragmentation patterns for mobility separated ions. In favorable cases, even a few fragments would narrow down the number of possible isomers that would need to be considered by theory.
Until recently, the combination of IMS with CID-MS and LC has been limited by the formidable problem of the relatively low sensitivity of IMS measurements. IMS signals are limited by the low duty cycles associated with the initiation of mobility experiments as well as relatively low transmission of ions through a drift tube. In the last couple of years, we have incorporated several types of ion traps for improving the experimental duty cycle [16, 17] and developed a simple non-linear focusing field for increasing ion transmission through the drift tube [18] . With these improvements we can now carry out IMS-CID-MS measurements in combination with LC on complex mixtures. This paper presents the first demonstration of an LC-IMS-CID-MS analysis of a combinatorial library-a mixture that is expected to contain 256 different tetrapeptide sequences, having the general form Xxx 1 -Xxx 2 -Xxx 3 -Xxx 4 where Xxx 1 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Asn; Xxx 2 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Tyr; Xxx 3 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Thr; and Xxx 4 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Leu. The system was designed in order to create a range of complexity associated with sequence isomers. We calculate that there should be only 104 unique masses. Of these, 46 peptides have no sequence isomer counterparts, and within these 46 only 27 are not isobaric with other peptides in the library. There are 58 different sets of sequence isomers: 18 sets of two; 24 sets of three; six sets of four; seven sets of six; and, three sets of 12. Overall, the results make it possible to unambiguously confirm that most expected components are present. An unexpected outcome of the analysis is the observation of a series of doubly-charged dimer ions ([2M ϩ 2H] 2ϩ ) which appear to be favored for Tyr-containing peptides which have a t-butyl protecting group due to a failure in the deprotection step of the synthesis. These ions are easily identified based on their unique position in the mobility distribution.
Experimental

Synthesis of a 256 Component Tetrapeptide Library
A 256 component peptide library of the following sequence: NH 2 -Xxx 1 -Xxx 2 -Xxx 3 -Xxx 4 -CO 2 H (where Xxx 1 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Asn; Xxx 2 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Tyr; Xxx 3 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Thr; and Xxx 4 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Leu) was synthesized using standard solid-phase mix and split protocol [19] with fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) peptide chemistry [20] . The C-terminal peptide positions were randomized by combining equal molar quantities of Fmoc-Leu-Wang, Fmoc-Val-Wang, FmocPhe-Wang and Fmoc-Glu(OtBu)-Wang resins (Nova- biochem, San Diego, CA). The resins were mixed in a nitrogen agitated reaction vessel with dimethylformamide (DMF) prior to the removal of the N-terminal Fmoc protecting group with 20% piperidine in DMF. The resulting resin mixture was split into four equal portions and placed into separate reaction vessels for the addition of the next amino acid residue. Amino acid coupling reactions were performed by the addition of pre-activated benzotriazol-1-yloxy (OBt) esters of each amino acid being added to the Fmoc-deprotected resin. Activated amino acid OBt esters were generated by reaction of the Fmoc amino acids (4.0 equivalents) with 2-(1-H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) (3.9 equivalents), and 0.4 M N-methylmorpholine in DMF (4 equivalents) to the reaction vessel containing the resin. Quantitative ninhydrin reactions were used to assess the coupling efficiencies following each coupling reaction [21] . Following the completion of the amino acid couplings, the four resin fractions were combined and the Fmoc protecting groups of the amino acid residues were removed, in order to prepare the resin for the next coupling. Subsequent amino acid residues were added using the procedure outlined above. The amino acid residues used in this synthesis were:
After coupling the final N-terminal amino acid residues, the Fmoc protecting group was removed. A trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)/phenol/water/thioanisole/ ethanedithiol solution (82.5:5:5:5:2.5 by volume) was added to cleave the library peptides from the solidphase support and remove side chain protecting groups. The resin was filtered from the solution and the peptides were precipitated in ether. The precipitate was washed several times with ether, dried, dissolved in an aqueous solution (30% acetic acid) and lyophilized.
Protocol for LC-IMS-CID-TOFMS Analysis of Library
A Nanoflow-LC system (LC Packings, San Francisco, CA) coupled to the electrospray ionization source of a home-built injected-ion geometry IMS-CID-TOF instrument was used to analyze this library. Detailed descriptions of the instrument and other experiments have been given elsewhere [17, 22] . A brief description of the experimental apparatus and overall procedure is given here. The overall experimental sequence is as follows. A 1.0 L aliquot of a 0.5 mg⅐mL Ϫ1 tetrapeptide library in a 99:1 percent water:formic acid solution was injected onto a reverse phase 75 m ϫ 15 cm nano column packed with 3m, 100Å pore size C18 (PepMap). A mobile phase mixture of 0.1% formic acid in water and 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile (ACN) was used and the following gradient was employed: from 0 to 10 min (the mobile phase contained 0% ACN); from 10 -15 min (0 to 5% ACN was used), 15-80 min (5 to 30% ACN), 80 -85 min (30 to 40% ACN), 85-90 min (40 to 100% ACN), and 90 -95 min (100% ACN). The flow rate in this system was 180 nL · min Ϫ1 . The gradient was held for 10 min at 0% ACN to allow for the sample to be loaded onto the column. The eluent from the column is introduced into and nanosprayed from a 20 m PicoTip emitter TaperTip with P200P coating (New Objective, Inc., Woburn, MA). The electrosprayed peptide ions are extracted into a low-pressure vacuum chamber and are accumulated in an octopole ion trap. 17 The accumulated packet of ions is then pulsed into an injected-ion mobility drift tube where the ions are separated based on differences in their mobilities through a helium buffer gas. The drift tube is 50.3 cm long and was operated using an electric field of 6.0 V · cm Ϫ1 and a He pressure of 1.5 torr at room temperature. Ions that exit the drift tube are focused into an octopole collision cell that can be filled with a gas (ϳ10 Ϫ4 torr of Ar in these studies). For experiments where we wish to generate CID data, ions are accelerated to a desired energy and then injected into the gas-filled octopole collision cell; in other experiments where it is desirable to examine precursor ions the collision gas is removed from the cell. Upon exiting the collision cell, ions enter the source region of a reflectron geometry TOF mass spectrometer where high-frequency, high-voltage potentials are used to initiate measurements of flight times (and hence m/z ratios).
Nomenclature for Nested Measurements
A key consideration in the understanding of this technique is that flight times in the evacuated flight tube of the mass spectrometer are much shorter than drift times through the drift tube and drift times are much shorter than retention times through a chromatographic system. Thus, it is possible to record flight time distributions within individual windows of the drift time distribution and distributions of drift times within individual windows of LC retention time. We refer to this type of analysis as a nested experiment and used the following nomenclature, t R [t D (t F )], where t R is LC retention time (which we denote in either seconds, minutes or frames), t D is the drift time in ms and t F is flight time in s. In the datasets described below (which have been recorded multiple times) individual t D (t F ) frames within the three dimensional t R [t D (t F )] dataset were each acquired for 2.5 s and the data were recorded over a total LC run time of ϳ95 min; each dataset that is discussed below contains a total of ϳ2200 t D (t F ) frames.
Comparison of Different Datasets
It is also important to note that the comparison of datasets can be done based on the arrival of specific peaks in any one of the dimensions. For experiments that are recorded in a back-to-back fashion, individual peaks in different LC-runs usually vary by only a few frames across any two datasets; in some cases, noticeably larger frame shifts are observed [usually not more than 20 frames (50s)]. The measured drift times between any two experiments are very reproducible. Usually any two drift time measurements differ by less than 1% (relative uncertainty) between two LC runs; this value is lower between frames within the same run. Flight-time measurements are converted to m/z values using a simple multipoint calibration.
Parallel Fragmentation of Ions
Finally, we note that the LC-IMS-CID-MS experiment makes it possible to examine fragmentation patterns for many ions in parallel. This approach is feasible because CID is introduced after the mobility separation. Thus, all fragments and precursor ions are coincident in drift time [23] . Within the dataset all fragments and precursors are also coincident in t R . In most cases within this dataset it is relatively straight forward to employ the parallel fragmentation approach. One aspect of this measurement that is important is that the CID event happen quickly (usually we aim for Ͻ20 s, within an individual drift time window). This condition is met by using relatively low target gas pressures and relatively high accelerating potentials. A detailed discussion of shifts that can occur has been given [24] .
Results and Discussion
Overview of Precursor Ion Distribution Analysis
As described above, as components elute from the nanoLC column they are electrosprayed into the IMS-MS instrument for analysis. When no collision gas is employed in the octopole collision cell, this process leads to a dataset that corresponds primarily to precursor ions. It is useful to begin the discussion of one complete t R [t D (t F )] precursor ion dataset [which comprises more than 2000 nested t D (t F ) frames] by discussing a few frames in detail. Overall, this system behaves similarly to others that we have studied. Of particular interest is evidence for formation of multiply-charged tetrapeptide multimers. The assignments of groups of peaks as multiply-charged multimer ions relies on the more detailed work that we have done on simpler (one component) systems in the past [25, 26] . Below, we follow the same basic protocol as was used in the earlier work in order to assign groups of multimers. 
Typical Nested t D (t F ) Data Frames Within the Precursor Ion t R [t D (t F )] Dataset
. Three t D (t F ) plots from the precursor ion t R [t D (t F )]
dataset showing multimer formation of eluting peptides. Frame 600 (t R ϭ 25.2 min), 800 (t R ϭ 33.6 min), and 1000 (t R ϭ 42 min) all show that multimers from the plus one monomer to the plus four octomer are present in the precursor ion data. The nomenclature [m, n] where m is the number of monomer units and n is the charge, is used to label the multimers. Note that although several components are eluting at the same time, the distribution of multimers formed is not always statistical, indicating that special combinations of peptides preferentially form specific multimers or that varying concentrations of the components eluting in a particular frame only allow for multimers to form of only the components that are in the highest abundance.
Another high-intensity group of peaks in all three frames is found in the drift time range of ϳ2.0 to 3.5 ms and have m/z values ranging from ϳ190 to 300. These ions can be assigned to groups of tetrapeptides that are doubly-charged during the electrospray process ( 
Evidence for Groups of Multiply-Charged Multimers of Tetrapeptides
An interesting aspect of these data is the observation of additional groups of low-intensity peaks. The similarity of components in this mixture (all tetrapeptides) makes it possible for us to assign these groups into general families of tetrapeptide clusters of varying size and charge state. One group that is clearly apparent in each of the three example frames that are shown, corresponds to formation of doubly-charged tetrapeptide dimers ions ([2M ϩ 2H] 2ϩ species). In this case, the range of m/z values ϳ415 to 625 is similar to the range observed for the [M ϩ H] ϩ monomers; thus we utilize the higher-mobilities (values of t D ranging from ϳ4.2 to 4.7 ms) of these ions to assign this family as we have done previously for much simpler systems (usually a solution containing a single peptide). In addition, frames 600, 800, and 1000 also show evidence for an additional group of ions having m/z values between 400 and 600; these ions can be resolved from other groups in this m/z range because they have higher mobilities (shorter drift times, between 3.8 and 4.2 ms) than the groups
ions. The low-intensity group of peaks is consistent with formation of a family of tetrapeptide trimers ( [3M ϩ 3H] 3ϩ species). Considerations of the m/z ranges and drift times for other low-abundance groups of peaks allow these ions to also be assigned. The three example t D (t F ) frames that are displayed in Figure 1 show evidence for [mM ϩ nH] nϩ clusters having as many as m ϭ 8 subunits and n ϭ 4 charges. We note that the appearance of these clusters across this spectrum is highly variable. In some instances groups of cluster peaks are found in broad distributions with intensities that suggest that they are formed in a statistical (random) fashion. In other regions of the dataset, sharp peaks dominate the cluster distribution. In these cases it appears that favorable interactions between specific sequences may enhance cluster formation.
Summary of Peaks Observed Under Precursor Ion Conditions Across the Complete Dataset
It is straightforward to calculate m/z ratios for groups of sequences that are expected to be present in this library. ϩ ion for the 27 non-isobaric peptides having no sequence isomers. (Many of the remaining non-sequence isomer peptides are also present but are isobaric with other peptide sequences.) Table 2 is a list of these ions with their corresponding frame numbers, drift times, and m/z ratios. This table is sorted by the frame number or elution order of the peptides. In observing the amino acid composition of these peptides, it is evident that the elution order follows what is expected for reversed phase chromatography. Peptides containing several glutamic acids, a polar amino acid, eluted first while peptides containing several phenylalanines, a non-polar amino acid, eluted later. Peptides containing several valines eluted in the middle of the LC run. These observations are expected and can help in identifying a peptide that is isobaric with another non sequence isomer peptide. Figure 2 shows a two dimensional representation of the dataset, a plot of the t R [t D ] dimensions, which shows the ability of these techniques to separate condensed and gas-phase peptides. It is instructive to consider this plot because it provides a summary of how the mobility-and LC-separations are related. These data show that the different ions that are formed fall into at least five resolvable families of peaks and that the abundances of components in some families vary across the LC-separation. Using similar considerations for the assignments that were made for frames 600, 800, and 1000 in Figure 1 , it is possible to provide some rough assignments of the families that are observed. ) to be extracted and examined. Although we have not examined these data with this approach, we are considering other systems where this analysis would be valuable. The specific advantage of this approach is that chemical noise introduced by the ESI source (from formation of mulitimers) can be effectively eliminated for some regions. 
Analysis of Individual t D (t F ) Frames within the t R [t D (t F )] Dataset and a Summary of Data Recorded Under CID Conditions
A summary of the dataset obtained upon accelerating ions into a gas-filled collision cell (i.e., CID conditions) is given in Figures 3 and 4 . Figure 3 shows three individual t D (t F ) datasets (frames 500, 700, and 900) that were recorded during the LC separation. Figure 4 shows a summary plot of the t R [t D ] separation. We note that currently our apparatus loses a significant fraction of signal during CID analysis. A comparison of the summary of CID data in Figure 4 with the summary of precursor ion data in Figure 2 shows that many of the low-abundance features associated with multimer formation simply disappear. We estimate that ion signals accumulated in the CID experiment are less than those for precursor ion data (at similar retention times) by factors of ϳ5 to 10. Presumably ions are scattered out of the collision cell, or are defocused upon entering the TOF source. Those peaks that are observed correspond to the largest features that were apparent in the precursor ion dataset.
It is instructive to consider several of the example frames in more detail. A common feature that is observed in the CID-MS datasets in Figure 3 is the alignment of groups of peaks across the drift time dimension. That is, at a given drift time, multiple peaks corresponding to ions with different m/z values are observed. As described previously this coincidence allows us to correlate fragments with their antecedent precursor ions. The plots of frames 500, 700, and 900 are typical of most frames across the dataset. Peaks associated with the most abundant features present in the precursor ion data (Figures 1 and 2) dimers, show the most abundance and largest amount of dissociation in the fragment ion data. In addition, some small peaks at higher m/z values persist in the fragmentation data while others are not apparent. Although we do not fully understand the origin of these higher m/z ions, we speculate two possible mechanisms for their existence. These ions could be especially stable clusters that simply persist under CID conditions. We are currently pursing this approach as a means of identifying stable aggregates. This type of approach may make it possible to identify systems with special characteristics, such as the recently discovered serine octamer cluster system [27] . Another explanation is that these clusters arise upon dissociation of larger ions that were outside of the 1800 m/z range studied here.
LC-IMS-CID-MS for Assignment of Library Components
One of the primary goals of this work was to develop a method that allows specific peaks in multidimensional datasets to be uniquely assigned to specific sequences. Figure 5 shows a typical t D (t F ) dataset (frame 375, t R ϭ 15.9 min) in which peptide ions that elute are separated and then exposed to energizing collisions within the collision cell prior to m/z analysis. Under these conditions, fragment ions are located at the same drift times as the antecedent precursors from which they came. In frame 375 several peptides appear to be dissociating. ϩ precursor ions because we find peaks in the analogous frame of the LC-IMS-TOF precursor ion data (i.e., the data shown in Figures 1 and 2) . A general result of the CID conditions that we have employed is that the precursor ion peaks normally predominate.
There are six sequence isomers having m/z ϭ 475. This type of analysis has been carried out for many of the frames in the complete dataset in order to provide a detailed characterization of the library. In most cases, it is possible to assign peaks that are observed to specific sequences that are anticipated to be present from the synthesis. In some cases, the fragments that are formed do not provide enough information to uniquely identity a sequence. That is, a key fragment that would be required for the unique identification simply was not detected. In these cases the fragmentation data still allow us to narrow down the number of possible sequence assignments for a specific peak. Although we have not done so here, we anticipate that calculations of mobilities for trial conformers of different sequences may help with these assignments. Because such calculations are time consuming the ability of the MS data to reduce the number of species that need to be considered is significant.
A number of features appear to be common to many frames across the CID dataset. Several aspects of these data that we find interesting can be illustrated by examining Figure 6 , which shows the t D (t F ) spectra recorded for frame 880 (t R ϭ 37.2 min). At least four CID-MS spectra can be resolved-labeled in Figure 6 as [M ϩ 2H] 2ϩ , and slices a, b, and c. We point out that four CID-MS spectra are obtained in this single frame, because this illustrates the high-throughput character of this technique (four peptides assigned from data ac- quired in only 2.5 s). It is common to resolve three to six CID-MS spectra within an individual frame.
The assignment of peaks to specific peptide sequence from the data in Figure 6 is relatively straightforward for peak b. Here, the m/z ratios for the fragments in the mass spectral slice make it possible to unambiguously assign the peptide at 5.08 ms as the Val-Val-Val-Phe peptide. The mass spectra obtained from slices a and c show more interesting behavior. These two slices show similar fragmentation patterns. Examination of the drift times of these peaks (and analogous peaks found in the precursor ion dataset) indicates that slice a corresponds to dissociation of a [2M ϩ 2H] 2ϩ dimer and slice c corresponds to dissociation of the monomer of the same peptide. In the slice a case, the peptides that are ultimately identified by CID-MS have drifted through the IMS instrument in a configuration that results in a very different position in the spectrum than would be observed if they had drifted through as either [ 
2ϩ species. . Slice a shows a dimer formed from NYVF that has a t-butyl side chain protecting group attached to the tyrosine of the peptide monomer. This dimerization tends to be dominate among peptide that contain tyrosine, and can be identified by a mass shift of 56 a. This observation of dimerization in the data could be considered a marker for peptides containing tyrosine.
We ] 2ϩ dimer from the fragment masses seen in a and c as the Tyr-containing peptide Asn-Tyr-Val-Phe in which a t-butyl protecting group remains attached to the Tyr residue. We note that throughout the CID dataset it appears that modified Tyr-containing peptides appear to preferentially be observed as [2M ϩ 2H] 2ϩ dimers. That is, dimer formation appears to be favored for these peptides relative to others. As we analyzed the CID dataset in detail, mass spectral slices associated with mobility separation of ions as [2M ϩ 2H] 2ϩ dimers became a signature for the modified Tyr residue containing peptides.
Evidence for a Synthetic Failure
Identification of the peptide fragments and precursor ions in slices a and c provide an important clue about a synthetic step of the synthesis that did not proceed as expected. Both CID datasets are consistent with the Asn-Tyr-Val-Phe having a precursor ion that has been modified by a chemical group that shifts the mass by 56 a. We have previously identified this mass shift as evidence that a t-butyl side chain protecting group is not completely removed during the final deprotection steps of the synthesis [6] . Examination of many frames in the mixture indicates that greater than 90% of peptides containing a Tyr in the sequence exhibit this 56 a shift in the precursor ion mass. A smaller fraction of peptides containing a Glu residue may also be influenced by this synthetic failure.
Utility of Separating Ions as Complexes
Finally we note that the ability to separate ions as non-covalent complexes in the gas phase prior to identification by CID-MS suggests some interesting new approaches for varying the relative positions of ions within mobility separations of mixtures. [We note that covalent binding interactions could also be designed to shift mobilities in specific ways.] In many cases peaks found in ion mobility data are not fully resolved -and attempts to vary the positions of peaks by changing the buffer gas composition have had only limited success [28] . It seems likely that specific non-covalent complexes could be formed and separated in the drift tube and then subjected to energizing collisions in order to produce fragments that would identify precursor ions.
At first consideration, the idea of shifting mobilities by the formation of non-covalent complexes might seem to be an extension of many early results that can be found in the IMS literature that involve the formation of water (or other small molecule) adducts in the gas phase [29] . However the application of this approach for shifting the mobilities of peptide ions may have interesting advantages. Recently, Julian and Beauchamp have reported that crown ethers bind selectively to Lys residues of peptides and proteins (in solution) and are retained in the gas phase [30] . Thus, one can imagine forming peptide-crown complexes in order to shift the mobilities of Lys-containing peptides away from non-Lys containing peptides (that would normally have similar mobilities). We are currently investigating this approach as a means of influencing the mobility separation [31] .
Summary and Conclusions
The work described here is the first to explore the use of combined LC/IMS/MS and LC/IMS/CID/MS techniques for the analysis of a combinatorial peptide library. The library that we examined is expected to contain 256 different tetrapeptide sequences. The peptides that were expected to be present are described by the general form Xxx 1 -Xxx 2 -Xxx 3 -Xxx 4 where Xxx 1 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Asn; Xxx 2 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Tyr; Xxx 3 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Thr; and Xxx 4 ϭ Glu, Phe, Val, Leu. This system was designed to create a range of complexity associated with sequence isomers: including 46 peptides that have no sequence isomer counterparts; 18 sets of two sequence isomers; 24 sets of three sequence isomers; six sets of four sequence isomers; seven sets of six sequence isomers; and, three sets of 12.
Analysis of this system under conditions that favor the precursor ions (an LC-IMS-MS approach) showed evidence for formation of [ precursors is interesting for a number of reasons. First, it appears that tyrosine containing peptides may favor the formation of multimers. In the present system, the tyrosine containing peptides appear to be modified by a t-butyl group that is used to protect the side chain during synthesis. In this case, it appears that the deprotection chemistry has not proceeded as expected. The preferential formation of [2M ϩ 2H] 2ϩ ions for tbutylated tyrosine containing peptides provides a means of rapidly identifying these peptides. In this case, these peptides are anticipated to be present when peaks corresponding to fragmentation of [2M ϩ 2H] 2ϩ ions are observed in LC-IMS-CID-MS data. The highermobilities of doubly-charged dimers relative to [M ϩ H] ϩ ions can effectively be used as a signature for these ions. The ability to rapidly pick out steps in combinatorial library synthetic strategies that do not proceed as anticipated is of great interest for the development of mix and split strategies.
An important aspect of the present work is the ability to carry out fragmentation processes for mixtures of ions in parallel. This makes it possible to rapidly examine mixtures of co-eluting peptides. This work provided several examples in which CID-MS data was used to uniquely assign peptide sequences that were isomeric with other peptides in the library mixture. In these studies, it was possible to collect useful CID-MS information for up to ϳ6 different ions during the 2.5 s acquisition time associated with the acquisition of individual t D (t F ) frames. The ability to assign specific isomer sequences in complex mixtures is clearly important in many areas of study, such as drug discovery. We note that although this approach works for this simple system, more complex libraries may show regions where the fragmentation data alone cannot be used to unambiguously assign peptide sequences. In this case, we anticipate that the fragmentation data will be useful for reducing the number of possible sequences that would need to be examined by comparing calculated cross sections for trial conformations.
Finally, although screening strategies were not the focus of this paper, we note that this approach should facilitate new on-line screening strategies. Targets could be introduced immediately after the separation step (just prior to electrospraying mixtures into the drift tube). Favorable ligand-substrate interactions would result in complexes that would be shifted into a different region of the IMS separation. By then subjecting these complexes and non-bound ligands to CID, binding ligands would be fragmented and identified in a different region of the spectra than the non-bound ligands. Efforts to develop this approach as a means of screening well defined libraries against specified targets are currently underway in our laboratory.
